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SURFACE AREA COEFFICIENTS FOR AIRSHIP ENVELOPES.*
I&
Walter S. Diehl.
In naval architecture it is customary to dets.nine the wet-
ted surface of a ship b; meems of sone formula which involves
+ the principal dimensions of the design and suitable constants.
These form.zlasof naval architecture may be extended and applied
.
to the calculation of the surface area
the use of new values of the constants
,.
foz this prpose.







area S with the dimensions of the airship:
---
s =csJVL. . . . . . , . . . , . (1)
andS=C&DL . . . . . . . . . . . . .(2)
mpere V = Volume
L = Overall length
and D = Maximum diameter.
The values of Cs and C& have been calculated from the ac-
tual dimensions, surfaces and volumes of 52 streamline bodies,
i~hi~hforw.a sevies oovering the entire range of shapes used in
the present ae~onautical practice. Although both Cs and C~
are non-dimensional it is found that neither is oonstant. Each
Cepends to a certain extent upon the “prismatic coeffi~ient’r %>
“ Originailv prepared as Aircraft Technical Note No. 199, Bu. C.













It is t: be
dant, Cs
‘-+bi~~ cylinder.cir3U1.Sv..- That iS,
=C,~AL
= Area of the maximnn cross section
have been plotted against ~ in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
noted that while neither of the coefficients is con-
may be considered constant with a





for use under these
and it applies equally well to the a~?erager-o-rigid or rigid air-
ship shape.
Theoretical Limits to Ca.
It is of interest to define the linits of the coefficient
c~. Obviously the xaximum and minimum values mill be found from
a cylinder and a double-cone. The expressions for C~ in tlnese!
cases are:
Cylinder c~ = 2 JF(D &)
Double cone Cs = JqJ~)
These kave been evaluated and are plotted in Fig. 3. It will ~
be noted that the mean value of C~ at L/’D= 7.0 is Cs = 3.45
This is the general mean value for streamlhe bodies and is due
to the faciithat in order to obtain the least resistance Fer unit
~’olumeit has bsen found necessary to increase or decrease tt.e
*
fullness of the lines as the ratio L/illis increased or decreased.
-3-
Table 1. ..
Data on Airship Envelopes.
Designation Length 12iameter VGlume Surface ~
~
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Table I (Contd.) ‘
Data on Ai~ship Envelopes.
Surface = Csfi= C& DL
Volume =~AL






















































































































Data on Airship Mvelopee.
. .-
Surface = C~~VL = C& DL
volLlme = Cl,AL
Designation Length -Diameter VoluineSurface
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Prismatic coefficient
-% “
Relation between the “coefficientsof surface and
volume for airship envelopes.
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